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Probabilistic Decision Making
by Slow Reverberation in Cortical Circuits
cuit is the posterior parietal cortex (area LIP), which
receive inputs from MT/MST and which carries high-
level signals for guiding saccadic eye movement (the
Xiao-Jing Wang1
Volen Center for Complex Systems
Brandeis University
Waltham, Massachusetts 02254 motor output of the animal’s decision). Indeed, Shadlen
and Newsome found that activity of LIP cells signals the
monkey’s perceptual choice in both correct and error
trials (Shadlen and Newsome, 1996, 2001). Activity ofSummary
LIP neurons showed a slow ramping time course during
stimulus viewing and persisted throughout a delay be-Recent physiological studies of alert primates have
revealed cortical neural correlates of key steps in a tween the stimulus and the monkey’s saccadic re-
sponse. LIP neurons do not simply reflect sensory sig-perceptual decision-making process. To elucidate
synaptic mechanisms of decision making, I investi- nals, because their activity is correlated with what the
monkey decides, when the decision varies from trialgated a biophysically realistic cortical network model
for a visual discrimination experiment. In the model, to trial even at zero stimulus coherence. LIP neuronal
activity cannot be purely a motor signal either, since itsslow recurrent excitation and feedback inhibition pro-
duce attractor dynamics that amplify the difference time course varies systematically with the motion signal
strength (the quality of the sensory information), evenbetween conflicting inputs and generates a binary
choice. The model is shown to account for salient though the saccadic motor output is basically the same
(Shadlen and Newsome, 2001).characteristics of the observed decision-correlated
neural activity, as well as the animal’s psychometric Similar decision-correlated neural activity has been
reported in prefrontal cortex during the same visual mo-function and reaction times. These results suggest
that recurrent excitation mediated by NMDA receptors tion discrimination task (Kim and Shadlen, 1999) and in
medial premotor cortex during a vibrotactile discrimina-provides a candidate cellular mechanism for the slow
time integration of sensory stimuli and the formation of tion task (Romo et al., 1997; Herna´ndez et al., 2002).
Assuming that the neural activity signaling decisions iscategorical choices in a decision-making neocortical
network. generated within a cortical circuit, an intriguing question
is: what are the basic cellular and synaptic mechanisms
of a decision-making circuit? A clue comes from theIntroduction
observation that in the same (parietal, prefrontal, premo-
tor) cortical areas, neurons generally show elevated per-To generate cognitively based behavior, the brain relies
on decision-making processes to interpret sensory stim- sistent activity during a delay period of a few seconds,
when the animal is required to actively hold the informa-uli, weigh evidence for choice alternatives, and form a
perceptual decision or action selection. In order to un- tion of a sensory cue in working memory. Therefore,
networks endowed with persistent activity may repre-ravel the neural mechanisms of decision making, neuro-
scientists have developed experimental approaches sent a class of cortical circuits capable of performing
stimulus integration and categorical decision choice. Icombining physiological and psychophysical tech-
niques. While an alert monkey performs a task of percep- investigated this hypothesis by using a biophysically
based recurrent cortical network model of spiking neuronstual discrimination or categorization or makes target
selection for motor response, psychophysical data are for the visual motion discrimination experiment (Shadlen
and Newsome, 1996, 2001; Roitman and Shadlen, 2002).collected to quantitatively measure the animal’s perfor-
mance. At the same time and under the same conditions, As shown in this paper, slow synaptic reverberation me-
diated by NMDA receptors and winner-take-all competi-electrophysiological recordings are carried out to link
the animal’s behavior to single neural activity in specific tion mediated by feedback inhibition generate attractor
dynamics that reproduces both neurophysiological andbrain areas (for reviews, see Parker and Newsome, 1998;
Romo and Salinas, 2000; Schall, 2001). psychophysical data. This work suggests that slow at-
tractor networks provide a theoretical framework forIn a visual motion discrimination task, the monkey is
trained to make a judgment about the direction of motion understanding time integration of inputs and formation
of categorical choice in decision-making neocortical cir-in a near-threshold stochastic random dot display and
to report the perceived direction with a saccadic eye cuits.
movement. Physiological and microstimulation experi-
ments have established that extrastriate visual cortex Results
plays a critical role in visual motion processing. Evi-
dence suggests that neurons in the area MT/MST en- Simulation of the Delayed Visual
code the motion stimulus (Newsome et al., 1989; Salz- Discrimination Experiment
man et al., 1990; Britten et al., 1992, 1993, 1996; Shadlen A recurrent cortical network model (Amit and Brunel,
et al., 1996), and the decision process itself occurs 1997; Brunel and Wang, 2001) was used to simulate
downstream from MT/MST. A likely decision-making cir- decision-correlated activity of LIP neurons in the de-
layed visual motion discrimination experiment (Shadlen
and Newsome, 2001). The model displays mnemonic1Correspondence: xjwang@brandeis.edu
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amount of background Poisson inputs and fire sponta-
neously at a few hertz.
During stimulation, both neural groups receive sto-
chastic Poisson inputs at rates sA(t ) and sB(t ), respec-
tively, mimicking the outputs from MT cells. The stimuli
sA(t ) and sB(t ) (Figure 1B) vary in time; their distributions
are Gaussian with a mean of A and B, respectively,
and a standard deviation  (equal to 4 unless specified
otherwise). This presentation of MT outputs is clearly
an oversimplication; it ignores such issues as pooling
and noise correlation between MT cells (Zohary et al.,
1994; Shadlen et al., 1996; Bair et al., 2001). However,
the objective here is to study the decision-making be-
havior of the model, with the simplest form stimulus
encoding by MT neurons. It is known that the response
of an MT neuron increases with the input coherence c
for stimulus in its preferred direction and decreases with
c for stimulus in the direction 180 opposite (the “null”
direction) (Britten et al., 1993, 1996). I implemented this
dependence by assuming linear relations A  0  Ac
and B  0  Bc. For most of the simulations, I used
A  B  0/100, in which case c  100 	 (A  B)/
(A  B) (Figure 1B, insert). (In some simulations I used
asymmetrical relations, A  B; see below.) Therefore,
at low coherence (small c), the stimuli to the two groups
are similar and hard to distinguish (Figure 1B, bottom).
Nevertheless, the competition between the two neural
groups will eventually lead to one of the two attractor
states, in which one neural group shows elevated persis-
tent activity while the other neural group’s activity is
suppressed. Such an attractor state is sustained by re-
current network dynamics, and thus it will outlast the
Figure 1. Model Architecture and Coherence-Dependent Stochas- stimulus and persist during a mnemonic delay period.
tic Inputs If neural group A (or B) wins the competition, the model’s
(A) Schematic depiction of the model. There are two pyramidal cell decision choice is said to be A (or B).
groups (A and B), each of which is selective to one of the two stimuli In computer simulations of the delayed visual discrimi-
(mimicking motion to the right or left). Within each pyramidal neural nation experiment, input presentation (1 s) is followed
group there is strong recurrrent excitatory connections that can
by a delay period (2 s); the generation of saccadic motorsustain persistent activity triggered by a transient preferred stimu-
response is not explicitly modeled. Figure 2 shows typi-lus. The two neural groups compete through feedback inhibition
cal network behavior at three levels of input coherencefrom interneurons.
(B) Top: the inputs are Poisson rates that vary in time and obey (c  0%, 12.8%, and 51.2%). In all three examples, the
Gaussian distributions, with means A and B and with standard neural activity in group A (left) is distinctly higher than
deviation . The means A and B depend on the coherence level that in group B (right), hence the network’s decision
linearly (insert). Bottom: an example of stochastic inputs to neural choice is A (by convention, A 
 B, so A is the correctgroups A and B with 0  40 and   10 in Hz, c  6.4%. At every choice for any c  0%). The neural firing patterns in50 ms, the two stimuli are independently resampled using their
Figure 2 are notable in several respects, all of whichGaussian distributions, so that the inputs vary stochastically in time.
are salient features of decision-correlated neural activityIf   0, the two inputs would be constant in time.
observed in LIP (Shadlen and Newsome, 2001). First,
there is a slow time course of activity in pyramidal sub-
population A which, at low coherence, ramps up linearlypersistent activity, consistent with the fact that in work-
for the entire stimulation period of 1 s. The rampinging memory tasks LIP neurons show direction-selective
slope is steeper at a higher coherence, consistent with
sustained activity during a delay period (Shadlen and
the idea that the network accumulates evidence about
Newsome, 2001; Gnadt and Andersen, 1988; Colby et the input at a faster rate when the signal is stronger.
al., 1996; Chafee and Goldman-Rakic, 1998). For the Second, in all three cases, including the one with zero
sake of clarity, to simulate a two-choice decision task, coherence, the firing patterns of the two pyramidal neu-
I used a minimal version of the model that contains two ral groups diverge dramatically over time during the
neural groups: each is selective to one of the two motion stimulation. This subserves a neural basis for a binary
directions (e.g., A, left motion; B, right motion). Strong decision to be formed by the network. The winner-take-
recurrent excitatory connections within a neural group all competition is a result of the recruitment of feedback
are capable of generating self-sustained persistent ac- inhibition, which develops in parallel with the ramping
tivity. There is also a competition between the two neural activity of the inhibitory neurons (bottom). Third, the
groups, due to the shared feedback inhibition from elevated activity in group A outlasts the transient stimulus
and persists through the mnemonic delay period. Further-interneurons (Figure 1A). All neurons receive a large
A Recurrent Network Model of Decision Making
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Figure 2. Model Reproduces Salient Charac-
teristics of Decision-Correlated Neural Activ-
ity in LIP
Left, neurons in group A; right, neurons in
group B. Three trials are displayed with the
signal’s coherence c  0% (bottom), 12.8%
(middle), and 51.2% (top). In all three cases,
the attractor A wins the competition and
therefore the network’s choice is said to be
A (correct decision for c  0%). Similar to
the neural data from LIP, there is a slow time
course of activity in group A, with the ramping
slope increasing with the signal strength.
Moreover, even when the coherence is zero,
the firing patterns of the two neural groups
diverge dramatically over time during the
stimulation, leading to a categorical (binary)
decision formed by the network. The inhibi-
tory population, which does not receive direct
stimulation but is recruited by pyramidal
cells, also shows ramping activity (bottom),
and the winner-take-all competition results
from this feedback inhibition. Finally, the per-
sistent activity in group A during the mne-
monic delay period, with a level independent
of the stimulus strength, stores the short-term
memory of the decision choice (  4 Hz).
more, during the delay period, the attractor dynamics is transpires that results in a dramatic divergence of the
two neural population activities. Attractor A wins theself-sustained and independent of the transient stimulus;
hence the persistent activity level is insensitive to the competition in the first trial (left), whereas attractor B
wins in the second trial (right).input coherence (and the binary nature of decision
choice is preserved). The decision choice is stored in An interesting way to visualize the decision-making
dynamics is to plot the two population firing rates rA andworking memory and can be retrieved later to guide a
behavioral response. rB against each other in a “decision space” (Figure 3B).
The network starts with a random walk along the diago-
nal line (rA  rB) in the decision space, correspondingNeuronal “Coin Tossing” with Inputs
of Zero Coherence to the initial phase of stimulation when the decision is
not yet made (Figure 3B). Then, the trajectory wandersAt zero coherence, the model network makes decisions
randomly (Figure 3). For both examples shown in Figure toward one of the two steady states (attractors) in the
decision space. If the trajectory converges to attractor3A, the input to group A (red) is slightly larger at the
beginning of the stimulation. However, the network does A near the x axis (rA  20 Hz, rB  3 Hz), the network is
said to have reached the categorical choice A, whereasnot immediately “latch onto” attractor A. Instead, the
two population firing rates (rA and rB) remain comparable if the network converges to attractor B near the y axis
(rA  3 Hz, rB  20 Hz), the network’s choice is B. Whenduring the initial phase of stimulation (for several hun-
dreds of milliseconds). Eventually, a decision process the model was simulated with many trials (n  1000),
Neuron
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Figure 3. Decision Dynamics with Inputs of
Zero Coherence
(A) Two trial simulations (red, neural group A;
blue, neural group B). From top to bottom:
raster, population firing rates rA and rB, sto-
chastic inputs, and time integrals of inputs.
In these two examples, decision choice (A or
B) is correlated with the larger time integral
of the input.
(B) Network dynamics in the decision space
for the same two trials as in (A). Note the initial
random walk along the diagonal line (when
the population activity is similar for the two
groups); afterwards the network converges
to one of the two attractors (at [rA  20 Hz,
rB  3 Hz] and [rA  3 Hz, rB  20 Hz].
(C) Histogram of the difference in the input
time integral for trials in which the decision
choice is A (red curve) or B (blue curve). For
trials where attractor A wins, the average I
standard deviation of S is 0.8  3, whereas
for trials where attractor B wins, it is 0.7 
3 (n  1000,   10 Hz, and stimulus duration
is 1 s).
the two choices were found in about equal numbers of network. Our modeling results suggest that the domi-
nant source of variability in the decision-making processtrials.
If the stimulus strength is the same for the two neural resides not in the sensory stimuli but inside the brain,
such as Poisson-like afferent inputs from MT neuronsgroups, what determines which of the two wins the com-
petition? One possibility is that even if the input distribu- to LIP. However, if external inputs to the two neural
groups are stochastic and slightly different, the networktions are the same, the actual stochastic realizations of
stimuli sA(t ) and sB(t ) in a finite time window are not is capable of accumulating the difference between the
two stimuli, so that decision choice is biased by theidentical. The neural network could perhaps detect the
small difference between the two inputs. This difference time integral of this input difference.
could be amplified if the inputs are integrated over a
long time period T, S  T0 (sA(t)  sB(t))dt, the variance Behavioral Performance and Error Trials
of which increases with time asT. Indeed, I found that, Figure 4A shows the model’s performance, i.e., percent-
in trials where attractor A wins,S is positive in average, age of correct choices as a function of coherence level.
whereas in trials where attractor B wins, S is negative The data can be fitted by a Weibull function
in average (Figure 3C). However, the two histograms
for S are quite broad and overlap considerably. This % correct  1  0.5 	 exp((c/)),
means that in a large fraction of trials, even if S is
negative (respectively positive), attractor A (respectively where the threshold  is defined as the coherence level
at which the performance is 1  0.5 	 exp(1)  82%B) still wins. Therefore, external stimuli cannot be the
main source of randomness in the decision-making pro- correct. For model simulations with a fixed stimulus du-
ration of 2 s,  9.2,  1.5. These values are compara-cess of this model. To confirm this conclusion, I simu-
lated the model without stochastic fluctuations in the ble to those of measured psychometric functions of well-
trained monkeys. For example, in Roitman and Shadlenstimuli (  0, thus sA(t )  sB(t )  const.). In this case,
the network’s behavior is essentially unchanged. The (2002), the mean threshold is 6% and the mean slope
  1.7; in Shadlen and Newsome (2001), the meannetwork still makes the two choices with equal probabil-
ity. The reason is that nonspecific background drives threshold is 15% and the mean slope   1.1. Further-
more, as expected from the above discussion, when(with an overall rate of 2400 Hz) are much larger than
the weak information-specific stimuli (100 Hz), and noise is absent in the stimulus (  0), the neurometric
function is virtually unchanged (  8.9,   1.5). Thisthus they determine the amount of stochasticity in the
A Recurrent Network Model of Decision Making
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responses for the preferred and null directions, respec-
tively, data suggest that A/B can be as large as 4 (Britten
et al., 1993). I tested several values of A while fixing
B  A/4. Figure 4A shows the neurometric function
computed with A  0.8 and B  0.2, which gives a
slightly lower coherence threshold (  8.7,   1.1).
With a larger value of A, the difference between the
two stimuli increases faster with c, and the coherence
threshold is lower.
Figure 4B shows the time evolution of neural popula-
tion response for four coherence levels. In correct trials
(solid curves), neural activity increases with time in re-
sponse to a preferred stimulus. For a nonpreferred stim-
ulus, it first increases slightly (due to direct but smaller
external drive), then decreases when the winner-take-
all process transpires. The divergence of the two neural
groups is faster at higher coherence levels. In error trials
(dashed curves), population activity of a neural group
increases with time if it wins the competition and hence
the decision choice is its preferred stimulus, and de-
creases when it loses competition. The time courses
are virtually identical for correct and error trials at a low
coherence level (3.2%). At a higher coherence level,
neural activity for the preferred choice is lower in error
trials than in correct trials, and the difference becomes
increasingly significant with larger stimulus strengths.
This is because the winning neural group receives a
smaller direct input in error trials than in correct trials.
Similarly, when the chosen stimulus is nonpreferred, the
losing neural group receives a larger direct input in error
trials than in correct trials; hence its activity is somewhat
higher in error trials compared to correct trials. These
differences between correct and error trials as a function
of coherence level have been consistently observed ex-
perimentally (Figure 4 in Shadlen and Newsome, 1996;
Figure 12 in Shadlen and Newsome, 2001; Figure 7 in
Kim and Shadlen, 1999; and Figure 11 in Roitman and
Shadlen, 2002).
Figure 4. Performance and Population Activity Time Courses
(A) Neurometric functions (% correct). Data are fitted by Weibull
Reaction Time Simulationsfunctions. Filled circle: noisy stimuli (  4 Hz) with symmetrical
I also used the model to simulate the reaction time ex-dependence of the mean values on input coherence (the ratio of
the slopes is A/B 1). Open circle: without noise in the stimulus ( periment, where the animal is allowed to make the be-
0), the network’s performance is virtually the same. Filled square: havioral response to indicate its perceptual choice at
asymmetrical dependence of the mean stimuli on coherence (the any time during stimulus viewing (Roitman and Shadlen,
ratio of the slopes is A/B  4). The coherence threshold is slightly 2002). I assumed that in the reaction time paradigm, thelower.
decision is reached when either of the two neural groups(B) Time course of population activity for four coherence levels.
first reaches a threshold of population activity level (Car-Black curves, the choice is the preferred stimulus; gray curves, the
choice is the nonpreferred stimulus. Correct trials are indicated by penter, 1981; Schall, 2001). As shown in Figure 5A, at
solid curves, error trials by dashed curves. zero or low coherence, neural activities ramp up slowly,
so that the mean deliberation or decision time is larger.
Moreover, decision time varies considerably from trial
to trial (Figure 5A, top left), and the decision time histo-result is consistent, although not directly comparable,
with the experimental observation that the trial-to-trial gram is broad (Figure 5A, bottom left). At high coher-
ence, the decision time is smaller and less variable (Fig-variability in the MT neuronal responses and in the ani-
mal’s decision choices is essentially the same when the ure 5A, top right), and its histogram is much narrower
(Figure 5A, bottom right). It is apparent in Figure 5A thatrandom dot displays vary from trial to trial, or when
identical random dot patterns are used (with fixed seed as long as the threshold level is not too small, its precise
value is not critical; another choice of threshold (say 18for the random number generator) in different trials (Brit-
ten et al., 1996). Hz) would simply yield somewhat different mean and
variability of decision times.I also considered the case when the average signals
A and B depend on the coherence c in an asymmetri- The neurometric function from reaction time simula-
tions is displayed in Figure 5B (left), with RT  8.4, RT cal fashion, i.e., the slopes A and B are not the same.
Assuming that A and B mimic the average MT neural 1.6. The coherence threshold is indistinguishable from
Neuron
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Figure 5. Reaction Time Simulations
Same parameters as in Figure 4.
(A) During a 2 s stimulation, at the moment
when one of the two neural groups reaches
a fixed threshold (15 Hz) of population firing
activity, the decision is made and the deliber-
ation or decision time is read out. The deci-
sion time is longer and more variable at low
coherence (left) than at high coherence
(right). This is further quantified by the deci-
sion time histogram (bottom), which has a
larger mean and is broader at low coherence
(left) than at high coherence (right).
(B) Left: Neurometric functions for the reac-
tion time stimulation (circle) and with fixed
stimulus duration of 1 s (square). The coher-
ence threshold (defined by 82% correct) is
RT  8.4% and FD  10.4%. Right: Average
decision time is linear in the logarithm of the
coherence level, ranging from 200 ms at high
c to 800 ms at low c. At very low coherence
there is a saturation. Note the large standard
deviation of decision time, especially at low
coherence.
that obtained in simulations with fixed stimulus duration coherence to 900 ms at low coherence. The extra 100
ms compared to the model can be easily accounted forof 2 s (Figure 4A). This is because, with a sufficiently
high threshold (15 Hz in Figure 5), reaching that firing in the intact animal, by the latency for the signal to
reach LIP and the response time within the saccadicthreshold virtually guarantees that the corresponding
attractor wins. However, it is slightly lower than the co- generation system. Moreover, decision times in the
model can be increased or decreased by changing pa-herence threshold FD  10.4 obtained from stimulations
with fixed stimulus duration of 1 s (Figure 5B, left). The rameters such as the recurrent connection strength w
(see below) and the mean stimulus amplitude 0 (dataratio RT/FD  0.8, in agreement with the experimental
observations (Roitman and Shadlen, 2002). It was sug- not shown).
gested that the discrepancy can be explained if at zero
or low coherence reaction time is often longer than 1 s, Dependence on Time Integration of Long
Stimulus Signaland hence the network has more time to form a decision
in the reaction-time task (Roitman and Shadlen, 2002). Better performance in reaction-time simulations than
with fixed 1 s stimuli indicates that long stimulus presen-This is indeed the case for the present model (Figure
5A, left). tation is important for the decision process. In visual
motion discrimination experiments, it was found thatThe mean decision time varies linearly with the loga-
rithm of the signal strength from 200 ms at high coher- the coherence threshold increases, and the animal’s
performance deteriorates, steeply with decreased stim-ence to 800 ms at low coherence, and it saturates as
coherence goes to zero (Figure 5B). (Note also the large ulus duration (Britten et al., 1992). I tested directly the
importance of time integration in simulations where thestandard deviation of decision times, especially at low
coherence.) This is in agreement with Roitman and stimulus duration was varied systematically from trial to
trial. The stimulus offset was followed by a fixed delayShadlen (2002), who reported a linear relationship be-
tween the average reaction time and the logarithm of of 2 s and the decision choice was made according to
which of the two attractors wins the competition. Whenthe coherence level. In that experiment, the animal’s
trial-averaged reaction time ranges from 300 ms at high the stimulus is very short (say 200 ms), in many trials
A Recurrent Network Model of Decision Making
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surements, with typical time constants from a few to
tens of milliseconds. The longest time constant is that
of decay for NMDA receptor-mediated synaptic current
(NMDA  100 ms). What, then, allows the model network
to carry out time integration for more than one second?
I found that the neural integration is a network phenome-
non, subserved by strong synaptic excitatory reverbera-
tions. This can be shown by reducing recurrent connec-
tions within each of the two neural assemblies so that
attractor dynamics of persistent activity is lost (Figure
7A). In this case, all the three salient features of a deci-
sion-making network are destroyed. First, there is much
less ramping activity (stimulus integration), which is now
limited to about 200–300 ms. Second, at low coherence
the firing activities of the two neural groups cannot be
distinguished, and therefore a categorical decision is
not possible. Third, there is no persistent activity during
the delay period, and hence no short-term memory
storage.
On the other hand, it is important that synaptic rever-
beration be sufficiently slow. With an increased strength
of recurrent connections, synaptic reverberation is more
powerful and faster, and the persistent firing rate during
the delay period is twice as high (40 Hz) as in control
(20 Hz) (Figure 7B, left). In this case, the network’s perfor-
mance is significantly worse (Figure 7B, right). There-
fore, there is an optimal range of recurrent connection
strength, below and above which the network’s integra-
tion time is shortened and decision-making perfor-
mance deteriorates accordingly.
Slow reverberation depends on the assumption that
recurrent excitation is primarily mediated by the slow
NMDA receptors. In the contrasting case where there
are only fast AMPA receptors (time constant less than
5 ms) at recurrent synapses, the network can still show
attractor dynamics. However, the network cannot inte-
Figure 6. Dependence of the Decision Performance on the Duration
grate stimuli for more than tens of milliseconds, and itof Stimulus Presentation
“latches onto” one of the two attractors immediately
The stimulus offset is followed by a fixed delay of 2 s, and the
after the stimulus onset (data not shown). Therefore,decision choice is based on which of the two attractors wins the
slow synaptic excitation mediated by NMDA receptorscompetition.
(A) Neurometric function is shifted to the left with longer stimuli. is more suitable for subserving time integration of inputs
(B) Coherence threshold ( defined by 82% correct choices) de- in a decision-making neural network. I will come back
creases with the stimulus duration and plateaus for stimulus presen- to this point in the Discussion.
tation longer than 1.5 s.
Decision Reversal
I showed that slow stimulus integration (subserved bynone of the attractors could be reached, and the network
ramping neural activity) is important for the network’sreverted back to the resting state after the stimulus. In
decision-making performance. Can the model networkthat case the choice was assigned randomly. I found
subtract negative signals as well as accumulate positivethat, in agreement with the behavioral data, the neuro-
signals, as a true neural integrator is expected to do?metric function of the network model shifts to the left
To answer this question, I assessed how the model’swith increasing stimulus duration (Figure 6A). The coher-
decision process is altered when the input signal is re-ence threshold decreases dramatically as the stimulus
versed during stimulation. Figure 8A shows the net-duration is varied from 200 ms to 1 s, then further de-
work’s behavior in the case when the initial and reversedcreases gradually and plateaus for stimulus durations
signals have the same strength (c is switched fromlarger than 1.5 s (Figure 6B). This result provides a direct
6.4% to6.4%). In the control case, the decision choicedemonstration that decision-making behavior of the
is A in 72% of the trials. In signal reversal, the input ismodel critically depends on time integration over a long
initially larger for group A, and becomes larger for groupstimulus presentation.
B after signal switch. It was found that the impact of
signal switch critically depends on the timing of reversal.
If reversal happens at the beginning of the stimulusSlow Reverberation Mediated by NMDA Receptors
In the model, the biophysical properties and neurons presentation, it is the same as exchanging the two stim-
uli. The decision choice is 28% for A (and 72% for B),and synapses were calibrated by experimental mea-
Neuron
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Figure 7. Optimal Decision-Making Perfor-
mance Requires Sufficiently Strong and Slow
Synaptic Reverberations
(A) When the strength of recurrent connec-
tions is weaker (w  1.4 instead of w 
1.7), attractor dynamics can no longer be sus-
tained by intrinsic network excitation. Neural
activities of subpopulation A (left) and B
(right) are shown at two coherence levels
(1.6% and 51.2%). Same conventions as in
Figure 2. In this case, there is a reduced time
integration (ramping activity), categorical
choice at low coherence is lost, and mne-
monic persistent activity is absent during the
delay period.
(B) Network behavior with an increased
strength of recurrent connections (w  1.8).
Left: population activities in ten individual tri-
als for the control (red, neural group A; blue,
neural group B) and for enhanced recurrency
(purple, neural group A; green, neural group
B). With stronger excitatory reverberations,
persistent activity level is doubled (from 20
Hz in control to 40 Hz), and the integration
time of stimulus is shortened by a half. The
performance is reduced from 72% to 60%
correct at c  6.4%. Right: the network’s
performance is worse, with the neurometric
function’s threshold increased from 8.4%
(red) to 15.6% (purple).
as expected. With an increasing time of reversal, up to should be yes, if the new stimulus (after signal reversal)
is sufficiently strong. Figure 8B shows the network’sabout 600–700 ms, the percentage choice for A in-
creases linearly, consistent with a pure integration behavior with signal reversal at time t 1 s in the middle
of a 2 s stimulation, as a function of the reversed signal’swhere evidence for A is added and evidence for B is
subtracted in neural group A (and the opposite process coherence level. With increasing strength of the re-
versed signal, the % choice for A decreases, and thetakes place in neural group B). However, if the reversal
occurs too late (700 ms), its impact becomes negligi- % choice for B increases, linearly in a graded manner.
However, at the coherence level of about 70%, there isble. The percentage choice for A plateaus at 72%, the
same level as in control, as if the signal reversal did not an abrupt transition, beyond which the % choice for A
goes to zero. In other words, when the reversed signal’stake place at all. Note that the onset of saturation roughly
corresponds to the average decision time (700 ms); coherence is larger than 70%–80%, the second external
stimulus is powerful enough to overcome the intrinsicwhen the population activity of a neural group (A or
B) has reached a threshold, the network settles in an attractor dynamics so that the decision is reversed in
favor of the new (stronger) evidence. Figure 8C showsattractor state, and intrinsic recurrent inputs become
dominant over the weak external inputs. This result the time course of population activities of group A (red)
and group B (blue) in the control (top) and with signalclearly demonstrates the two steps of a decision-making
process in the model: initial integration of inputs by reversal (bottom). During the process of decision rever-
sal, there is a slow ramping down of neural activity inramping neural activity and categorical decision choice
by the attractor dynamics. group A, and a slow ramping up of neural activity in
group B, over several seconds. Therefore, convergenceCan a decision still be reversed late in time in spite
of attractor dynamics? One can argue that the answer to an attractor state does not mean that the network is
A Recurrent Network Model of Decision Making
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Figure 8. Decision Reversal
(A) The input signal is reversed during stimu-
lation, where the signal strength is weak
(6.4%) and the same before and after the re-
versal. Percentage choices for A and B as
function of the onset time of reversal. The
dependence is initially linear as a function of
the time of reversal, consistent with an inte-
gration of the first and second inputs of the
opposite signs. However, the behavioral per-
formance is no longer affected if signal rever-
sal occurs too late (e.g., the reversal time is
larger than 700 ms after the stimulus onset),
when the network becomes dominated by the
intrinsic attractor dynamics.
(B) Even when the signal is reversed 1 s after
the stimulus onset, the decision is still re-
versable by a more powerful input. Percent-
age choices for A and B as function of the
coherence level of the reversed signal. When
the new input is sufficiently large (coherence
above 70%–80%), the decision is always re-
versed in favor of the “new evidence.”
(C) Examples for control (top) and signal re-
versal from c  6.4% to 80% at 1 s after
the stimulus onset (bottom). Note the slow
ramp-down of population activity in group A
(red), and ramp-up of population activity in
group B (blue) during the second half of the
stimulation when the decision is reversed.
totally locked; attractor network dynamics is capable of attractor networks represent a leading candidate mech-
anism to account for mnemonic persistent neural activ-decision reversal based on the amount of evidence for
the two alternative signals. ity (Amit, 1995; Wang, 2001). On the other hand, attractor
networks seem a natural modus operandi for winner-
take-all competition leading to a categorical choice.Discussion
Winner-take-all (Hertz et al., 1991) has been discussed
previously in such contexts as competitive learning orCortical Basis for Making Perceptual Decisions
Decision making holds the key to our understanding of selective attention. Here, I showed that it can also sub-
serve perceptual discrimination in an attractor networkhow neural processes in the brain link sensory stimulus
to psychophysical choice and action. This is a major of spiking neurons. However, attractor models do not
seem to easily account for the buildup of neural activitytopic of research in cognitive psychology (see Luce,
1986; Hastie, 2001, for reviews). In recent years, this (Schall et al., 1995; Shadlen and Newsome, 1996, 2001),
the presumed neural process underlying slow accumu-field has begun to attract attention of physiologists inter-
ested in the neural basis of decision making (Parker and lation of sensory evidence. Indeed, previous recurrent
network models are typically characterized by extremelyNewsome, 1998; Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Romo and
Salinas, 2000; Schall, 2001). Decision-related neural ac- fast responses to inputs (Tsodyks and Sejnowski, 1995;
van Vreeswijk and Sompolinsky, 1998). Slow temporaltivities have been found in association cortices, such as
posterior parietal (Shadlen and Newsome, 1996, 2001), integration and categorical choice are two indispens-
able aspects of a decision process, which seem to bedorsal prefrontal (Kim and Shadlen, 1999; Quintana and
Fuster, 1992, 1999), and premotor (Romo et al., 1997; difficult to be accomplished by a single network. In prin-
ciple, these two steps could be done sequentially byHerna´ndez et al., 2002) areas. In the same cortical cir-
cuits, persistent neural activity is commonly observed different cortical areas. However, neural correlates of
both processes are usually observed in the same corti-during the delay of working memory tasks. This may
not be a mere coincidence. On the one hand, recurrent cal area (Shadlen and Newsome, 2001; Roitman and
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Shadlen, 2002; Herna´ndez et al., 2002), suggesting that peting neuron selective to the right direction (R) is de-
scribed by drR/dt sR  noise. Consequently, the differ-they may take place within a local cortical network.
ence X  rL  rR obeys the equation
A Slow Reverberation Theory of Decision Making
In this paper, I presented an attractor model for percep- dX
dt




tual decision making which, by virtue of slow reverbera-
tion mediated by NMDA receptors, is capable of both
X(t ) undergoes a random walk in real time (a diffusion
time integration and categorical decision formation. The
process), biased by a constant ramp (sL sR)t (the rate ofmodel is biophysically realistic, built on the known physi-
accumulation (sL sR) increases with the signal strength,ology of cortical neurons and synapses. I showed that
sL sR for zero strength). When X(t ) reaches a prescribedthis recurrent network model reproduces characteristic
threshold  (respectively ), decision is reached for
behaviors of LIP single neurons during a visual discrimi-
choice L (respectively choice R), and the reaction time
nation experiment (Shadlen and Newsome, 1996, 2001;
RT  t is registered. The model for the saccade genera-
Roitman and Shadlen, 2002), including (1) neural activity
tion system proposed by Carpenter (Carpenter, 1981;
is primarily correlated with the decision choice and not
Carpenter and Williams, 1995; Reddi and Carpenter,
the signal (when stimulus coherence is zero); (2) spike
2000) is similar in spirit, with an emphasis on the as-
discharges build up over time, at a faster speed with
sumption that the rate of linear accumulation fluctuates
stronger stimulus strength; (3) at low coherence, neu-
randomly from trial to trial.
ronal responses are the same in correct and error trials,
The diffusion model is intuitively appealing and has
but at high coherence, neurons signal the categorical
been used to fit psychophysical data. However, it is
choice more weakly in error trials than in correct trials;
unclear how several critical features of the diffusion
and (4) categorical choice is stored in working memory
model can be implemented in a biophysically realistic
during the delay period in the form of binary activity
neural network. First, the mechanism for the presumed
patterns that are independent of the stimulus coher-
subtraction operation is not specified. In the biophysical
ence. The model also yields behavioral performance and
model, competition is realized by feedback inhibition
reaction times comparable to the data from behaving
between the two neural groups (see also Usher and
animals: (1) the Weibull neurometric function has a co-
McClelland, 2001), which effectively provides a mecha-
herence threshold of about 10% and a slope close to
nism for input subtraction. Second, in the diffusion
1; (2) coherence threshold decreases with integration
model, the decision is made by reaching a preset firing
time, from more than 50% for stimuli of 250 ms to less
threshold and there is no memory of a categorical
than 10% for stimuli lasting for 2 s; and (3) mean delibera-
choice. Additional ingredients must be incorporated into
tion or decision time decreases linearly with the loga-
the model in order to account for a delayed discrimina-
rithm of the stimulus coherence.
tion experiment such as that of Shadlen and Newsome
Certain aspects of experimental data have not been
(2001). By contrast, in my model both categorical deci-
duplicated by the model. In parietal and prefrontal neu-
sion and memory store are naturally accomplished by
rons, at high coherence levels, if the choice is the pre-
the attractor dynamics. Third, there is no explanation as
ferred direction of recorded cells, neural activity is much
to the source of noise. In the present model, noise is
smaller in error trials than in correct trials, whereas if the
primarily due to stochastic background inputs inside the
choice is the null direction, neural activity is somewhat
brain, rather than external stimuli, in agreement with
larger in error trials than in correct trials (Shadlen and
the experimental evidence (Britten et al., 1996). Finally,
Newsome, 1996, 2001; Kim and Shadlen, 1999; Roitman
the diffusion model assumes that the characteristic time
and Shadlen, 2002). The model does exhibit this pheno-
constant of the system is infinite, which is biologically
memon and suggests an explanation for it (Figure 4B),
unrealistic. This last point has been the focus of a recent
but the effect is more limited in the model than in real
work (Usher and McClelland, 2001) where a leakage is
neurons. It is unclear whether a better quantitative
added so that the model’s time constant  becomes
match can be achieved by appropriately adjusting
finite. The “leaky integrate-and-decide” model becomes
model parameters. Moreover, I have not attempted to





 sL  sR  noiseaction times for correct and error trials. This issue de-
serves to be analyzed in detail and is beyond the scope
of the present paper. This model can only integrate the input over a time span
limited by . Thus,  must be hundreds of milliseconds,
if not longer, in order for the model to reproduce the longComparison with the Diffusion Model
The attractor model is to be contrasted with accumulator accumulation process observed experimentally. Such a
long time constant cannot be directly related to fastor counter models commonly used in psychology (Rat-
cliff, 1978; Ratcliff et al., 1999; Luce, 1986). A similar glutamatergic excitatory synaptic transmission medi-
ated by AMPA receptors (syn  1–3 ms) and NMDAmodel was proposed to describe the neural process
in LIP for the visual motion discrimination experiment receptors (syn  50–100 ms). Here, it is proposed that
a long integration time constant can be achieved bio-(Ditterich et al., 2001). According to this “integrate-and-
decide” model, an LIP neuron selective to the left direc- physically in a realistic cortical network, by a combina-
tion of slow synapses dominated by NMDA receptorstion (L) integrates the input sL plus random noise, in the
sense of mathematical calculus, so that its firing activity and strong network recurrency. Indeed, recurrent exci-
tation implies an additional term in the equation,rL is described by drL/dt  sL  noise. Similarly, a com-
A Recurrent Network Model of Decision Making
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 sL  sR  noise Experimental Procedures). I have fixed the value of w
1.8 in neural group A and reduced its value in neural
where syn is the synaptic time constant and wsyn is the group B by a small percent . I found that with  
strength of excitatory recurrency. As a result, the effec- 1%, 2%, 4%, 5%, the recurrent excitation with group B
tive time constant of the model is given by eff  syn/ gradually weakens. As a consequence, the firing rate of
(1  wsyn) (Seung, 1996; Wang, 2001). As is clear from the persistent state in group B is decreased linearly from
this formula, the larger are syn and wsyn, the longer is eff. rB  rA  42 Hz to rB  39, 36, 28, 24 Hz, respectively.
For instance, if syn  100 ms and 1  wsyn  0.05, then Thus, the resulting asymmetry in the neural activity is
eff  2 s. (When wsyn is too large, 
1, this linear model quite large, (rA  rB)  18 Hz or (rA  rB)/rA  18/42 
is no longer valid and nonlinearity of the biophysical 43% with   5%.
model must be taken into account.) The percentage response for A can be fitted by %
correct  1   	 exp((c/)) and is (1  ) at zero
coherence. I found that (1  )  50%, 53%, 62%, 70%,Integration Time and Robustness
74% for   0%, 1%, 2%, 4%, 5%, respectively. Theof Decision-Making Networks
other parametersandchange only modestely. There-In model simulations, I have shown that integration time
fore, the change is gradual, not abrupt or discontinuous,is shorter if excitatory recurrency is too weak (below a
with increasing . In this sense the network model iscritical level) to sustain attractor dynamics (Figure 7A).
reasonably robust. Note that 74% response for one ofOn the other hand, the integration time also decreases
the two choices deviates significantly from chance-levelwith too strong recurrent excitatory connections (Figure
performance. However, this occurs with a large amount7B). Therefore, the reverberation model with varying de-
of functional asymmetry (the difference in the two persis-grees of recurrent connections is capable of generating
tent rates is 18 Hz, 43% from control). It is difficult toa spectrum of integration times, which may be desirable
imagine any model that would still give close to 50-50for different cortical circuits dedicated to specific com-
performance with such a large functional asymmetry.putations. For instance, even if recurrent interactions
This begs the question: how can symmetry (or homoge-are not strong enough to sustain attractor dynamics,
neity in general) be realized in a cortical circuit? Oneexcitatory reverberations can still be significant and ca-
possibility is that asymmetry or heterogeneity could bepable of integrating stimulus signals for 100–300 ms,
reduced or eliminated by activity-dependent mecha-which may be all that is needed in certain cortical areas
nisms, such as homeostatic synaptic scaling (Turrigi-(Schall, 2001; Krauzlis and Dill, 2002; Cook and
ano, 1999). Indeed, in a separate study, we show thatMaunsell, 2002). On the other hand, strongly reverbera-
synaptic scaling can effectively homogenize a workingtory attractor networks could be relevant to other areas
memory network, so that the long-term firing rates ofthat are involved less in accumulating sensory evidence
different neural groups are regulated to be similar inand more in selecting an action or storing a decision
spite of network heterogeneities (A. Renart et al., sub-choice in working memory.
mitted).The above discussion indicates that in order to
achieve the longest accumulation time possible, the net-
work recurrency needs to be above but close to the Experimental Tests
The present model can be tested experimentally at twoonset of attractor dynamics, or near the bifurcation of
the persistent activity states. This implies a certain different levels. At the cellular level, the model suggests
a critical role of NMDA receptors in cortical decision-amount of parameter tuning and raises the question
of the robustness of this decision-making network. In making circuits. Interestingly, immunochemical studies
show that the mRNA expression of NMDA receptors iscomputer simulations I did not find it necessary to pre-
cisely adjust model parameters. In fact, most of the much higher in parietal and prefrontal cortices (putative
foci of decision) compared to primary visual cortex (anparameters used here are identical to those in Brunel
and Wang (2001). The network model may not require early sensory area) of the human brain (Scherzer et al.,
1998). It would be of interest to physiologically assessthe same degree of fine-tuning of parameters as, for
example, the line attractor model of oculomotor neural NMDAR-mediated synaptic transmission at intrinsic
synapses of parietal and prefrontal cortices and its roleintegrator (Seung, 1996; Seung et al., 2000). A major
difference is that the present model has a discrete num- in decision making of behaving animals. Moreover, slow
reverberation could also be subserved by other biophys-ber of (two, potentially several) attractor states, whereas
the oculomotor integrator model has a (quasi-)contin- ical mechanisms, such as slow synaptic facilitation or
slow ionic channels in single neurons. On the other hand,uum of attractor states whose realization is much subtler
and more sensitive to parameter mistuning. the attractor model for decision making remains to be
tested experimentally with behaving animals. In particu-On the other hand, chance-level performance at zero
coherence requires the two halves of the network to be lar, the model suggests that signal reversal could be a
useful tool to test the attractor model, whose predictionsperfectly symmetrical. This is generally true: the out-
come of coin-tossing cannot be 50-50 if the coin is both for the behavioral performance and for the neural
activity correlated with decision reversal (Figure 8) arebiased. Similarly, the widely used diffusion model of
decision-making will not yield 50-50 performance if the different from those by the diffusion model of linear
integration. However, such manipulations need to beinput is not symmetrical. I have assessed the effect of
symmetry breaking on the attractor model performance. carefully designed, since the effect of stimulus reversal
on an animal’s performance would be completely differ-The recurrent synapses within each of the two neural
Neuron
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characterized by a resting potential VL  70 mV, a firing thresholdent depending on the way the animal is trained and
Vth 50 mV, a reset potential Vreset 55 mV, a membrane capaci-rewarded.
tance Cm  0.5 nF for pyramidal cells and 0.2 nF for interneurons,It is likely that a quantitative comparison between the
a membrane leak conductance gL  25 nS for pyramidal cells andmodel and the experiments requires refinements and 20 nS for interneurons, and a refractory period ref  2 ms for pyrami-
extension of this model. For example, here I used a dal cells and 1 ms for interneurons. The corresponding membrane
time constants are m  Cm/gL  20 ms for excitatory cells and 10simple model to simulate a two-choice paradigm. How-
ms for interneurons (McCormick et al., 1985). Below threshold, theever, in visual discrimination, the motion direction is not
membrane potential V(t ) of a cellnecessarily binary but can be any angle between 0 and




 gL(V(t)  VL)  Isyn(t),sion-making process in a recurrent network model that
can encode any direction as an analog quantity, by virtue
where Isyn(t ) represents the total synaptic current flowing into theof a continuum of attractor states (spatially localized cell.
persistent firing patterns) (Compte et al., 2000). More-
over, the model could be extended to include a recipro- Synapses
The network is endowed with pyramid-to-pyramid, pyramid-to-cal loop between a decision area (such as LIP) and a
interneuron, interneuron-to-pyramid, and interneuron-to-interneu-sensory area (MT). MT is known to encode motion signal
ron connections (Figure 1A). Recurrent excitatory postsynaptic cur-from which the decision choice is derived (Newsome et
rents (EPSCs) have two components mediated by AMPA and NMDA
al., 1989; Salzman et al., 1990; Britten et al., 1992; Bisley receptors, respectively. External synaptic inputs send to the network
et al., 2001; Dodd et al., 2001). In the present work, we all the information (stimuli) received from the outside world, as well
focused on the decision network and assumed a very as background noise due to spontaneous activity outside the local
network. In simulations, external EPSCs were mediated exclusivelysimple form of stimulus encoding by MT neurons. In
by AMPA receptors. The total synaptic currents are given byfuture work, it will be interesting to consider in more
detail how motion stimuli are represented in MT via the Isyn(t )  Iext,AMPA(t )  Irec,AMPA(t )  Irec,NMDA(t )  Irec,GABA(t )
distribution of correlated neuronal responses (Zohary et
in whichal., 1994; Shadlen et al., 1996; Simoncelli and Heeger,
1998). Moreover, MT activity shows a significant choice Iext,AMPA(t )  gext,AMPA (V(t)  VE) sext,AMPA (t)
probability (Britten et al., 1996) that can be large with




2001). However, it is unclear whether this is a reflection
of top-down modulation from a decision area such as
LIP. Finally, decisions depend on prior experience and Irec,NMDA(t) 
gNMDA(V(t)  VE)




expected reward (Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Gold and
Shadlen, 2001; Platt, 2002; see also special issue of




the underlying neural mechanisms are unknown and
where VE  0 mV, VI  70 mV. The dimensionless weights wjremain to be investigated. Experimental and modeling
represent the structured excitatory recurrent connections (see be-work along these lines will help to elucidate the cellular
low), the sum over j represents a sum over the synapses formed byand synaptic basis of the decision-making process in
presynaptic neurons j. NMDA currents have a voltage dependence
the brain. that is controlled by extracellular magnesium concentration (Jahr
To conclude, the present work supports the view that and Stevens, 1990), [Mg2] 1 mM. The gating variables, or fraction
cortical areas endowed with persistent activity are func- of open channels s, are described as follows. The AMPA (external
and recurrent) channels are described bytionally not limited to short-term memory storage. The







(t  t kj )standing their computational roles in cognition.
where the decay time of AMPA currents is taken to be AMPA  2 msExperimental Procedures
(Hestrin et al., 1990; Spruston et al., 1995), and the sum over k
represents a sum over spikes emitted by presynaptic neuron j. In theThe Cortical Network Model
case of external AMPA currents, the spikes are emitted according toThe model combines a network architecture taken from Amit and
a Poisson process with rate ext  2.4 kHz independently from cellBrunel (1997) and descriptions of synaptic currents from Wang
to cell. NMDA channels are described by(1999). The network is composed of N neurons, with NE pyramidal
cells (80%) and NI interneurons (20%) (Braitenberg and Schu¨tz,







 xj(t )(1  sNMDAj (t ))
cortex. For the sake of clarity, I have used the simplest version of the
model, with the assumption that the network encodes two stimulus







(t  t kj )subpopulation of fNE excitatory cells (f  0.15). The remaining (1 
2f )NE neurons do not respond to either of the stimuli. This is a
where the decay time of NMDA currents is taken to be NMDA,decay simple realization of the common experimental protocol, where the
100 ms,   0.5 ms1, and NMDA,rise  2 ms (Hestrin et al., 1990;physiological measurements are done with the best and worst stim-
Spruston et al., 1995). Last, the GABA synaptic variable obeysuli (preferred and null directions) of the recorded cell. Simulations







(t  t kj )
Neurons
Both pyramidal cells and interneurons are described by leaky inte- where the decay time constant of GABA currents is taken to be
GABA  5 ms (Salin and Prince, 1996; Xiang et al., 1998). Note thatgrate-and-fire neurons (see for example Tuckwell, 1988) and are
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the very fast rise times (1 ms) of both AMPA and GABA currents Bair, W., Zohary, E., and Newsome, W.T. (2001). Correlated firing in
macaque visual area MT: time scales and relationship to behavior.are neglected. All synapses have a latency of 0.5 ms.
I used the following values for the recurrent synaptic conduc- J. Neurosci. 21, 1676–1697.
tances (in nS) in the N  2000 neurons network: for pyramidal cells, Bisley, J.W., Zaksas, D., and Pasternak, T. (2001). Microstimulation
gext,AMPA  2.1, grec,AMPA  0.05, gNMDA  0.165, and gGABA  1.3; for of cortical area MT affects performance on a visual working memory
interneurons, gext,AMPA 1.62, grec,AMPA 0.04, gNMDA 0.13, and gGABA task. J. Neurophysiol. 85, 187–196.
1.0. Note that these synaptic conductances correspond roughly to
Braitenberg, V., and Schu¨tz, A. (1991). Anatomy of the Cortex. (Ber-
experimentally measured conductances (see for example, Destexhe
lin: Springer-Verlag).
et al., 1998, and references therein). Three features are noteworthy.
Britten, K.H., Shadlen, M.N., Newsome, W.T., and Movshon, J.A.First, recurrent excitation is assumed to be largely mediated by the
(1992). The analysis of visual motion: a comparison of neuronal andNMDA receptors (Wang, 1999, 2001). Second, the network is overall
psychophysical performance. J. Neurosci. 12, 4745–4765.dominated by recurrent inhibition (Amit and Brunel, 1997; Brunel and
Wang, 2001). Third, neurons receive a large amount of stochastic Britten, K.H., Shadlen, M.N., Newsome, W.T., and Movshon, J.A.
background inputs. These three assumptions are important for the (1993). Responses of neurons in macaque MT to stochastic motion
decision-making behavior of the model (see Results). signals. Vis. Neurosci. 10, 1157–1169.
Britten, K.H., Newsome, W.T., Shadlen, M.N., Celebrini, S., and Mov-
Structure of Recurrent Excitatory Connections shon, J.A. (1996). A relationship between behavioral choice and the
between Pyramidal Cells visual responses of neurons in macaque MT. Vis. Neurosci. 13,
Each neuron receives inputs from all other neurons, but with struc- 87–100.
tured synaptic weights. The coupling strength between a pair of
Brunel, N., and Wang, X.J. (2001). Effects of neuromodulation in a
neurons is prescribed according to a “Hebbian” rule: the synapse
cortical network model of object working memory dominated by
is strong (weak) if in the past the two cells tended to be active in a
recurrent inhibition. J. Comput. Neurosci. 11, 63–85.
correlated (anticorrelated) manner. Hence, inside a selective popula-
Carpenter, R.H.S. (1981). Oculomotor procrastination. In Eye Move-tion, wj  w, where w  1 is a dimensionless parameter that is
ments: Cognition and Visual Perception (Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrenceequal to the relative strength of “potentiated” synapses with respect
Erlbaum), pp. 237–246.to the baseline. Unless specified otherwise, I used w  1.7. Be-
Carpenter, R.H.S., and Williams, M. (1995). Neural computation oftween two different selective populations, and from the nonselective
log likelihood in control of saccadic eye movements. Nature 377,population to selective ones, wj  w, where w  1 measures the
59–62.strength of synaptic “depression.” Other connections have wj  1.
It is assumed that the spontaneous activity of neurons is largely Chafee, M.V., and Goldman-Rakic, P.S. (1998). Neuronal activity in
unaffected by synaptic modifications, because synaptic depression macaque prefrontal area 8a and posterior parietal area 7ip related
compensates the effect of potentiation at the network level. More to memory guided saccades. J. Neurophysiol. 79, 2919–2940.
specifically, by choosing w  1  f(w  1)/(1  f ), the overall Colby, C.L., Duhamel, J.R., and Goldberg, M.E. (1996). Visual, pre-
recurrent excitatory synaptic drive in the spontaneous state remains
saccadic, and cognitive activation of single neurons in monkey lat-
constant as w is varied (Amit and Brunel, 1997). Synaptic efficacies eral intraparietal area. J. Neurophysiol. 76, 2841–2852.
remain fixed through the simulation.
Compte, A., Brunel, N., Goldman-Rakic, P.S., and Wang, X.-J. (2000).
Synaptic mechanisms and network dynamics underlying spatialPopulation Firing Rate
working memory in a cortical network model. Cereb. Cortex 10,The instantaneous population firing rates rA and rB were calculated
910–923.as follows. For each time window of 50 ms, slided with a time step
Cook, E.P., and Maunsell, J.H.R. (2002). Dynamics of neuronal re-of 5 ms, the total spike number of each of the two neural groups is
sponses in macaque MT and VIP during motion detection. Nat.counted and divided by the neuron number and the time window.
Neurosci. 5, 985–994.
Simulations Destexhe, A., Mainen, Z.F., and Sejnowski, T.J. (1998). Kinetic mod-
Computer simulations were run on a Linux workstation, using a els of synaptic transmission. In Methods in Neuronal Modeling, Sec-
modified RK2 routine (Hansel et al., 1998; Shelley and Tao, 2001) ond Edition, C. Koch and I. Segev, eds. (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press),
for the numerical integration of the coupled equations describing pp. 1–25.
the dynamics of all cells and synapses, with integration time step Ditterich, J., Mazurek, M.E., Roitman, J.D., Palmer, J., and Shadlen,
dt  0.02 ms. M.N. (2001). A computational model of the speed and accuracy
For a given parameter set and each coherence level, the network’s of motion discrimination. In Society for Neuroscience Abstracts,
performance of decision-making behavior is assessed by estimating Volume 27, 58.12.
the percentage of correct choices averaged over n  200–1000
Dodd, J.V., Krug, K., Cumming, B.G., and Parker, A.J. (2001). Percep-trials.
tually bistable 3-d figures evoke high choice probabilities in cortical
area MT. J. Neurosci. 21, 4809–4821.Acknowledgments
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